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Consultant Contract  
To create an immersive, interactive and multi modal teaching-learning digital educational technology 

 
Type of contract:  Individual/Company Consultant Contract                   
Domain: Educational Technology 
Organizational Unit: MGIEP 
Deadline (midnight, India time): 4th October 2016  
Language English 

 
   Background 
   Some forms of printed, physical books have been around since 2000BC. According to Google, 130 million books have 

been published in our modern history. On the other hand, thanks to the information and communication technology 
revolution, the number of internet users has increased from 738 million in 2000 to 3.2 billion in 2015. That’s a 
seven-fold increase which has brought internet penetration from 7% to 43% of the global population. 

 
   That’s one of the reasons why a large number of people have started converting textbooks into digital formats.  

According to Google for Education, 60 million people uses Google apps for education and 10 million students use 
Google classroom from 190 countries.i Though traditional education will still prevail, there is an increasing push 
towards the use of new, innovative, digital tools, platforms and pedagogies to augment learning and to reach the 
ever increasing mass of the digital savvy portion of the population.  

   There is a need for software or a learning tool that combines the best features of a textbook and digital learning 
platforms with the usefulness of a teacher. A digital techbook that is immersive and multi-modal, that is personal 
and has a mind of its own-the iMind.  

 
   The iMind will integrate all the student-centric pedagogies like resource based learning, activity based learning and 

inquiry based learning and will have room for even broader approaches like; discovery learning, differentiated 
learning, experiential and co-operative learning.  

   The iMind is envisioned to be a learning tool with various templates like: for text, for video, for audio, for an 
interactive online chat, for students to make notes and share them with their peers, for students to do examples 
when required, for internal assessment of learning and as many other templates as required. The iMind should also 
enable a learner to choose a topic whose content interests him/her, has a presentation that impresses her and at the 
same time allows her to focus and do her own thinking. 

 
   With this background, UNESCO MGIEP is requesting for proposals from individual consultants or companies to 

create/produce the iMind through which the educational or learning interventions/products of the Institute that are 
targeted towards global issues like migration, climate change, prevention of violent extremism and biodiversity 
amongst many others could be rendered to, and accessed by the wider population and also, where both learners, 
creators and teachers could co-develop an immersive digital learning experience. 

 
  Objective 
  To a create a series of templates that will facilitate the creation of multiple iMinds that allows for both learners 

and teachers to co-develop an immersive, interactive, digital learning experience. 
 
  Description of Duties  
   Under the overall authority of the Director of UNESCO MGIEP and direct supervision of the iMind Project Officers, 

the contractor will be required to create a series of iMinds, including all the phases from the initial designing and 
testing of various templates, to maintenance after the launch of the technology.   
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 More specifically, the contractor will be required to: 
 

x Create a series of digital templates 
x Attend consultation meetings or workshops organised by MGIEP 
x Work hand in hand with UNESCO MGIEP iMind Project Officers to ensure that the desired pedagogical 

approaches are incorporated. Keeping in mind cross cutting global issues that such various MGIEP’s learning 
products or interventions are trying to address.  

 
Profile and qualifications required 

 
x Highly experienced in the field of Digital Educational Technology, software designing, digital instructional design 

etc.  

x Has an established track record of creating high-impact ed-tech products.  

x Enthusiasm about exploring new pedagogical approaches to highly interactive digital educational technology. 

x Excellent written skills in English and proven analytical skills 

 

Must comply with the United Nations professional requirements. 
Required submissions 

x A writing sample, cover letter, and detailed resume highlighting the competencies of the incumbent/team.  
x A project proposal with tentative timelines, sample templates and approximate budget for implementing and 
delivering the product and many other details that might demonstrate the contractor’s capability to undertake 
such project and implement it successfully. 

Deadline for submissions 

Please submit your proposal, writing sample, cover letter, and detailed resume at mgiep.recruitment@unesco.org, 
by 4th October 2016, midnight (India Standard time). Please label the subject line “Consultant Contract- iMind” 
 
Please note that only pre-selected candidates will be contacted. Application should be sent only on the mentioned 
email ID.A written test may be used in the evaluation of short-listed candidates .UNESCO is committed to achieving 
workforce diversity in terms of gender, nationality and culture. Individuals from minority groups, indigenous groups 
and persons with disabilities are equally encouraged to apply. All applications will be treated with the strictest 
confidence. 
                                                      
 


